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Presidents Letter
 
Chris Pilliod
 

This is my 15th letter as president and I should be 
writing about the ANA, but I won't-or at least not much. 
You see, every summer it seems I have an interesting visit 
with a fellow club member, and this summer was no differ
ent. It was early August and I was at the ANA in Baltimore 
roaming the bourse floor when I saw a coin that I thought 
might interest Larry Rausch, an old coin friend from 
Rochester, New York. I called him on my cell phone. He 
passed on the coin, but being an avid golfer I recalled the 
PGA Golf Championship was coming up and I thought I 
remembered it was going to be in Rochester. 

"It certainly is, it's at Oak Hill Country Club, but it's 
already sold out and there are no hotel rooms within 90 miles. 
Of course, you can stay with us if you decide to make it." 

"Larry, I'm not worried about a ticket, I'm sure I can 
find one, and I appreciate the offer." I was back at work the 
following week when a co-worker mentioned he had a 3M 

PGA round ticket he was given from a supplier but couldn't 
use and I was welcome to it. So now I had all the bases 
covered. And after discussions with my wife, I was packing 
and heading out on the 300-mile northbound journey. 

I arrived Friday evening and enjoyed a light dinner with 
Larry and his wife Susan. During dinner, Larry mentioned he 
had brought home his entire Indian Cent Collection for me to 
study and photograph if I desired. After dinner we hit 
Abbott's, Rochester famous ice cream store-I hit the place 
especially hard. Upon returning home we strolled a camp
ground across the street from their home. Before retiring 
Larry and Sue showed me their collection of antiques, 
including their pride and joy, a fine sampling of antique 
bird's-eye maple furniture. Especially eye-catching was the 
fireplace mantle and frame Larry purchased out of a Catholic 
priest's rectory in Pennsylvania. He hauled it home and 
retrofitted into his living room. They are fine hosts and I 
enjoyed their most gracious hospitality. 

On Saturday morning I went to the tournament to catch 
the third round activity. I followed Tiger Woods for a short 
while as he struggled to his worst finish in a major champi
onship. He was playing so poorly on the front side I walked 
back to the clubhouse to follow someone else. Tiger wasn't 
the only one who set an ignominious record; on my way 
back I also set a personal record- highest price paid for a 
hot dog and a Coke... $11.00. I then followed a couple of 
my favorite players, Fred Couples and Phil "Lefty" 
Mickelson. But both finished in the middle of the pack. As I 

write this I am amused as I read 
about Mickelson getting a tryout 
to pitch for the Toledo Mud Hens 
baseball team (my hometown). It 
prompted one of his PGA friends to tell a reporter, "I think 
Phil will do real pitching in the majors-those guys have 
never seen a 68 mile-an-hour fastball before." 

On Sunday we headed straight from breakfast to Larry's 
coins. His collection consists entirely of errors and a few 
counterfeits. He only pursues off-center struck coins and 
over the past 30 years he has put together a stunning 
collection consisting of over 200 examples, about 100 of 
which are Indian cents. I took up four rolls of film in order to 
photograph a few choice examples so we went into his 
backyard to set up my camera in the sunlight. 

The Rausch residence is out in the country where the 
deer and the antelope roam. About 50 feet behind his house 
Larry dug a small pond with a freshwater stream feeding it. 
As we were setting up the camera a massive red-tailed hawk 
came flying by us chasing a kingfisher crossing the pond. I 
was ready to duck and head back in. "Don't worry," assured 
Larry, "that's not unusual out here. An owl almost got our 
dog one evening." Why go to the zoo, I asked myself. 

I had the pleasure of photographing a dozen or so of his 
choicest pieces and am showing one of my favorites here
an 1864 Bronze issue struck 70% off-center with a 90
degree reverse die rotation in Mint State 62 condition. Find 
another one of these! In addition, please see this issue's 
"Whatizzit?" column. Larry has a 3-cent silver piece, 
another of Longacre's designs, with what appears to be 
overstruck by a genuine contemporary die of some nature. 
He has studied the piece long and hard and compared it to 
Civil War tokens, as well as some foreign issues and has yet 
to figure out the overstrike issue. If any member can do so 
Larry is offering a one-year paid renewal to the Fly-In Club. 

Enjoy your fall! 
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The Larry R. Steve Collection sale 7-25-2003 

For Indian Cent coJJectors, the highlight of the 2003 ANA World's Fair of Money 
was the sale of a portion of the LaITy R. Steve collection in the first auction by American 
Numismatic Rarities. The cataloging was done by Frank Van Valen and was first rate. 
Frank listed die states, rarities and made the catalog a real useful resource for Indian Cent 
variety collectors 

At this year's ANA, there were auctions by Bowers and Merena, Heritage, Superior, 
ANR, and Scottsman. The ANR sale was first on the busy agenda, scheduled for July 
25th, the Friday prior to the show. In attendance, and introduced as friends of the finn, 
was Q. David Bowers and Richard Eliasberg. After waiting through 131 lots of boring 
stuff like Colonials, Half Cents, Chain Cents and other goodies, the auctioneer, John 
Babalis, started the Larry Steve collection. 

Larry had only consigned selections from his collection. One of the date sets he 
included was the 1857's, which is probably the most popular date for collecting the whole 
variety set. It started with the Obverse style of 1856, Snow-I, which was featured on the 
cover of Longacre's Ledger Volume 1, issue #2. Here's a rundown of the 1857's: 

132 1857 Snow-l 1857/1857, Obv. Style of 1856 MS-65 PCGS 
$4,600 
133 1857 S-2d Obverse Style of 56 MS-64 PCGS $1,610 
134 1857 S-3 Doubled die obverse MS-64 PCGS $1, ISO 
135 1857 S-4 Doubled die obverse MS-64 PCGS $1,725 
136 1857 S-5 Doubled die obverse MS-64 PCGS $1,955 
137 1857 S-7 $20 Clashed obverse AU-58 NGC $8,050* 
138 1857 S-8 25¢ Clashed reverse MS-65 NGC $14,950* 
139 1857 $-9 50¢ Clashed obverse MS-65 NGC $7,360* 
140 1857 Clashed die set #138-140 $34,500 
141 1857 S-1O 57/57/57 MS-61 ANACS $862 
142 1857 S-ll 1857/1857 MS-63 PCGS $1,840 
143 1857 S-14 Doubled die obverse MS-64 PCGS $1,380 
144 1857 $-15 Doubled die obverse MS-63 NGC $1,092 
145 1857 S-16 Digits in Eagle MS-64NGC $2,530 

The doubled dies for this year were, for the most part sold with only a moderate premium. 
The real stars of the sale was the clashed die set, which sold for a record price. Of all the varieties 
in American numismatics, these are some of the coolest' The S-16 with the multiple dates on the 
eagle was also hotly contested. 

146 1858 LL S-I 1858/Q MS-64 PCGS $21,800 
147 1858 SL S-2 185/185, Doubled die rev. MS-64NGC $1,955 
148 1858 SL S-3a Doubled die reverse MS-63 ANACS $1,495 
149 1858 SL MS-64PCGS $1,265 
150 1858 LL S-7 111,817, Doubled die obv. MS-62 NGC $4,370 
151 1858 LL S-9 1858/1858 MS-63 ANACS $862 
152 1858 LL MS-64 PCGS $1,955 
153 1858 J-208 PT28 PR-63 PCGS $1,380 

The overdates, S1 and S7 seemed to go cheap. The catalog was a bit confusing because the 
Large Letters and Small Letter varieies were listed by S numbers first. There are different number 
sequences for the Large Letter and Small Letter obverse types. By chance, there was not a 
duplicate entry to cause confustion, so no one had to ask "Hey, why is there a Small Letter S-2 and 
a Large Letter S-2"? 
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The 1859 set was the only complete set of 1859 varieties known. Copies of the new Snow 
book on 1859-1869 was shown at the sale, unfortunatley too late to aid buyers at the sale. 
Nevertheless, there was great interest in these dates. Larry chose to include his complete variety 
set for 1859 and 1864-L. For the remaining dates, he consigned only one of each date. 

154 1859 S-l 1859/1859 MS-62 NGC $2,760 
155 1859 S-2 185/1 85 MS-65 PCGS $3,680 
156 1859 S-3 18/18,59/59 MS-63 NGC $575 
157 1859 S-4 9/9 EF-40ANACS $161 
158 1859 S-5 9/9 MS-63 PCGS $747 
159 1859 5-6 18/18 AU-58ANACS $483 
160 1859 J-228 PT4 MS-64 PCGS $1.610 

L611860TI MS-64 PCGS $3,680 
162 1860 T2 S-1 0/0 AU-50ANACS $190 
163 1861 S-2 61/61 MS-65 NGC $862 
164 1862 S-2 86 in denticles MS-64 ANACS $437 
165 1863 S-4 86/86 MS-64NGC $253 
166 1863 S-lO Doubled die reverse MS-64NGC $1,150 
167 1864 CN MS-64 PCGS $437 
168 1864 CN S-4 4/4 MS-63ANACS $161 
1691864NoL S-l 1864/1864 MS-65RD PCGS $862 
1701864NoL S-4b 4/4, Doubled die obverse MS-64RB ANACS $3,680 
1711864WithL S-1 1864/1864 MS-64RB PCGS $920 
1721864WithL S-2 1864/1864 MS-65RB PCGS $1,955 
173 1864 With L S-3 1864/1864,1/1 MS-64RB PCGS $862 
174 1864 With L S-4 1864/l864, 18/18 MS-64RB PCGS $690 
175 1864 With L S-5b 1864/1864, 18/18 MS-64RB PCGS $557 
176 1864 With L S-6 1864/1864 MS-64RB PCGS $747 
177 ]864 With L S-8 1864/1 864 MS-64RD PCGS $1,725 
178 1864 With L S-lOa 86/86 MS-65RB NGC $1,265 
1791864WithL S-l1 86/86 MS-65RB NGC $690 
]80 1864 With L S-12 4/4,4/4 MS-64RB ANACS $1,092 
181 1864 WithL S-14 64/64 MS-64RB NGC $460 
182 1864 With L S-16 Vertical die crack MS-63RB NGC $1,495 
183 1864 With L S-17 8/8 MS-65RB NGC $718 
184 1864 With L S-20 18/18 MS-64RB NGC $1,265 
185 1864 With L MS-65RB NGC $1,150 
186 1864 With L MS-65RB NGC $2,990 
187 1865 Plain 5 S-3a 1865/1865, MPD MS-65RB NGC $690 
188 1865 Fancy 5 S-2a Doubled die reverse MS-63RD NGC $1,092 
189 1866 S-I Doubled die obverse MS-64RB PCGS $1,380 
190 1866 S-3a 1/1 MS-64RB PCGS $1,495 
191 1867 S-5b 18/18 \ MS-65RB ANACS $2,300 
192 1868 S-l Doubled die obverse MS-65RD NGC $552 
193 1869 S-3d 69/69 MS-65RB ANACS $1,495 
194 1869 MS-64RD PCGS $1,006 
197 1870 S-5 oin dellticles VG-8ANACS $2,300 
198 1870 Bold N MS-64RD ANACS $4,140 
199 1871 S-la 1/1 MS-64RB ANACS $1,092 
200 1872 S-l 18/l8,2/2 MS-64RB PCGS $483 
201 1873 Closed 3 S-lb Doubled LIBERTY AU-50ANACS $3,450 
202 1873 Closed 3 S-2b Doubled die obverse MS-64RB PCGS 
203 1873 Open 3 S-6 3 in pearls MS-65RB NGC $1,092 
204 ]874 S-l Doubled die obverse MS-64RB NGC 
205 1875 S-3a 18/18 MS-64RD PCGS 
206 1876 MS-64RB ANACS $483 
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207 1877 S-2 MS-63RB NGC $3,450 
208 1878 5-1 Ill, 8/8 MS-64RB PCGS $552 
209 1878 S-2 78 in denticles MS-65RB NGC 
210 1879 5-2 1/1, 79/79 MS-64RB ANACS $414 
211 1880 S-l Off center clashed reverse MS-65RD ANACS $3,220 
212 1881 S-l 8/8 MS-63RB PCGS $92 
213 1882 S-1 88/88 MS-64RB PCGS $414 
214 1883 5-1 I in neck MS-66RB NGC 
215 1883 5-7 18 in pearls MS-65RB ANACS $1,380 
216 1883 5-8 83 in denticles MS-65RD NGC $506 
217 1884 S-l 84 in denticles MS-63RD NGC $506 
218 1885 S-1 Digit in ribbon end MS-65BN NGC 
219 1885 MS-64RD PCGS $437 
220 1886 TI S-4 Small 61 Large 6 MS-65RB PCGS $1,150 
221 1886 T1 MS-64RD PCGS $805 
222 1886 T2 S-8 88 in denticles MS-64RB PCGS $1,840 
223 1886 T2 MS-63RB PCGS 
224 1887 S-l Doubled die obverse AU-50ANACS 
225 1888 S-l 8/7 overdate VF-20 PCGS $5,290 
226 1888 S-2 "888/887" MS-63RB ANACS $5,002 
227 1889 S-l I Doubled die reverse MS-65RB ANACS $1,610 
228 1889 S-31 Multiple off center clash MS-64RB ANACS $632 
229 1890 S-1 Triple die obverse MS-65RD NGC 
230 1890 S-16 Off center clashed die MS-63RB ANACS $632 
23 I 1891 S-7 Multiple digits in denticles MS-63RB ANACS $150 
232 1892 S-l 189/189, DDR MS-63RB ANAC5 $345 
233 1893 5-2 893/893 MS-64RDNGC $356 
234 1894 S-1 1894/1894 MS-65RD ANACS 
235 1895 S-l 895/895 MS-65RD PCGS $805 
236 1895 5-2 895/895, 5/5 MS-65RB NGC $253 
237 1896 S-l 6/6 MS-63RB PCGS $253 
238 1897 S-l 1 in neck MS-64RB ANACS $1,207 
239 1898 S-25 8/8, MPD MS-65RD ANACS 
240 1899 S-1 1899/1899 MS-66RB ANACS 
241 1900 S-4 90/90,0/0 MS-65RB ANACS $161 
242 1901 5-1 last 1/1 MS-64RB ANACS $115 
243 1902 S-4 Die gouge by eye MS-63RB ANACS $150 
244 1903 S-17 903 in denticles MS-64RD ANACS $138 
245 1904 S-l 904/904 M5-65RB NGC $138 
246 1905 S-8 9/9 MS-65RB ANACS $207 
247 1906 5-2 6/6 MS-64RB ANACS $103 
248 1907 S-2 90/90,010 MS-64RD PCGS $253 
249 1908 5-1 9/9., 9/9 MS-63RB ANACS $69 
250 1908-S S-la SIS AU-58 ANACS $172 
251 1909-S MS-64RD PCGS $1,092 
252 1909 S-l DDO MS-65RD PCGS $368 
253 1909-5 MS-64RD PCGS $1,495 
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Pricing Die Varieties.
 
Introduction: Market and Auction Analysis
 

By Larry R. Steve IM-2 

Wow!!! The Classics Sale by American Numismatic 
Rarities (ANR) held on July 25 in Baltimore was an historic 
event. It was their premiere auction, and included within, was 
the first ever offering of an extensive and exclusive collection 
of Flying Eagle and Indian cents by die varieties. One hun
dred and twenty-one (121) coins from my personal collection 
were offered for sale at a public auction. 

I would first like to thank all the fine people at ANR. 
The catalog and the descriptions were simply superb. Market
ing, advertising and the auction itself was first-rate and very 
professional. The catalog and the prices realized is a "must 
have" for any serious collector ofFJying Eagle and Indian cents. 

Total prices realized (including 15% buyer's fee) for 
the coins from my collection that sold was $180,124.50. With 
exactly one hundred (100) coins sold, that's an astonishing 
average of more than $1,800 per coin. (Individual prices real
ized are found elsewhere in the Ledger.) Dealers and astute 
(advanced) collectors were the primary bidderslbuyers, and, 
in my opinion, the results should be considered as wholesale 
prices for die varieties. 

To answer the one question put to me on several oc
casions, "Why am I selling?" The best answer that I can give 
is that I wanted to test the market, and to establish a baseline 
for pricing die varieties. This whole area of what one variety 
is worth to another has been murky to most, with little public 
information available. Collectors and dealers alike were un
certain as to how much is a fair price - is it too much, too 
little? Others simply scoffed at the idea that an 1857 Flying 
Eagle cent with the clash mark from a Liberty $20 gold could 
be worth substantially more than a regular 1857, or that some 
other die variety for a different date could also be worth more. 
There was some reluctance on the part of collectors to con
sider paying a premium for certain varieties, and little incen
tive for dealers to market such coins - too much uncertainty. 
Perhaps forgotten was the underlying relation between rarity 
and value, and that many die varieties are quite rare. So~with 

that in mind, I selected some of the better coins from my col
lection, careful to select a good mix of different categories of 
die varieties, and offered them for sale. Well, now we have 
some results, and I am certain that others will analyze, use and 
build upon those results for years to come. 

This is the first of what I hope will evolve into a regu
lar article, much along the lines of "How Many are There Any
way?" or the past Cherrypickers' Newsletter, which contained 
pricing infonnation on a number of different varieties. Sort 
of, a "What's it Worth" article, but limited, of course, to pric
ing info for Flying Eagle and Indian cent die varieties. In these 
later articles, I will also present some commentary on indi
vidual coins that sold in the auction. 

Following is my broad based analysis of the auction 
results, broken down into various categories: 

Overdates 

As expected, the overdates attracted the greatest at
tention. More importantly, the 1858/7 and 1888/7 die # 2 va
riety for each did exceptionally well. All four (4) known and 
verified overdates were included in the auction, and each found 
a buyer. 

Inasmuch as the 1888/7 die # 1 has an established 
and independent pricing structure apart from its non-variety 
counterpart, the measure of a premium factor was averaged 
over the other three overdates. The averaged premium factor 
ran from 20.3 to 32.3 times. This indicates a very high interest 
level, and the category tops the list of the Premium Factor Table 
(see below in Summary). 

Bi-denomination Clashed Dies 

The tl1Jee bi-denomination clashed dies found on 1857 
Flying Eagle cents have become some of the more sought after 
varieties for the date. They are quite intriguing, and each has 
varying degrees of rarity from the other two. Together, they 
make for an fascinating set. 

Individual premium factors can be derived from the 
bidding and will be presented in a later article. I thought that I 
should analyze and present a premium factor for the three coin 
set, which was sold as such at the auction. The resulting com
bined and averaged premium paid for the set was 15.0 to 16.0 
times greater than the non-variety counterpart prices for the 
grades. This represents a high interest level with increased 
prices likely to follow. 

Misaligned Clashed Dies 

To date there are only four dates on which a misaligned 
clashed die has been found. Three were offered in the auction 
(I held back the fourth). One, the 1880 (Snow- I), is also a 
minor doubled die obverse, but most collectors find the promi
nent clashed reverse of greater interest. 

While I recognized that these varieties are exception
ally rare, strong bidding came as a pleasant surprise and ex
ceeded my expectations. I would like to note that the final 
winning bids for the coins were actually commensurate with 
their rarity. Premium factor for all three were remarkably con
sistent with one another ranging from 11.0 to 12.0 times. 
believe the bidding was indicative of a moderate interest level. 
Expect to pay a higher price the next time these pieces cross 
the auction block. 

I 



Doubled Dies 

Collector interest in doubled dies has been around for 
quite a number of years, and it is increasing as more dramatic 
varieties are discovered and brought to light. Many dealers 
are also more aware of doubled dies than perhaps other die 
varieties. Historic pricing information, while scattered about 
in numerous auction catalogs and elsewhere, is documented 
and available. 

Presently, on average expect to pay 4.2 to 6.6 times 
more for a doubled die (with individual selected varieties trad
ing much higher - and a few pieces available at prices slightly 
lower than average). Inasmuch as there were some pieces in 
the auction that did not meet my reserve (and I have no inten
tion of selling them for less), I anticipate that the average pre
mium factor for doubled dies will likely increase significantly 
over time. 

Misplaced Dates 

Misplaced dates are the so-called new kids on the 
block as far as die varieties go; although some of the rather 
prominent ones have been known for years. Research and in
terest in this category is continuing. 

On average, premium pJices ran from 2.8 to 3.6 times 
the price of a non-variety piece (with individual selected vari
eties trading several times higher). As with the doubled dies, a 
number of pieces did not reach my reserve. While interest 
levels expressed may only have been moderate, as this area of 
interest matures, expect to see premiums advance and become 
more firmly established. 

Transitional Design Changes 

Coins included in the auction which represented tran
sitional design changes were the 1857 (type of 1856), 1860 
Pointed Bust (type of 1859), ] 870 (type 3 reverse), and ]886 
(type 2 obverse). Many of these are now considered as part of 
the regular date set; much in the same m,mner as the three 
different 1864's (copper-nickel, bronze no L, and with L). Some 
of the more recently identified design changes are now listed 
in the "Red Book". The rarity of these coins, as compared to 
their counterpart for the year, is also now Widely recognized. 
Accordingly, as demand increases, so too their prices. On av
erage, expect to pay 2.3 to 3.5 times as much for these coins 
(with individual selected varieties trading higher). 

Other Die Characteritics 

There were two coins offered in the auction that had 
other die characteristics that are not normally considered as 
die varieties. The first was an 1864-L with a split die (Snow
16); the other was a 1902 with a die gouge (Snow-4). Both of 
these are quite interesting in their own light; although there 
are other equally interesting coins with similar characteristics 
not listed in Snow. Some (which are listed), such as the 1866 
(Snow-7) wilh a repunched date with a diagnostic comma
shaped die gouge below OF in the legend (not offered in the 
auction), are exceptionally rare. 

Expect to pay a premium of 1.4 to 2.5 times for such 
listed varieties (with rarer varieties trading higher). 

Repunched Dates 

Repunched dates occur with greater frequency in this 
series, more so than any other category of die variety. There 
are literally hundreds of repunched dates throughout, with many 
dates having multiple different specimens from which to choose 
- some minor, some dramatic, some rare, and some not. Nearly 
fifty percent (50%) of the coins offered in the auction were 
repunched dates, with more than ninety percent being bought. 

Determining a premium factor for a repunched date 
is essentially based upon individual factors about the coin. I 
can offer a few observations and general guidelines here. 
Widely spaced repunched dates (such as the 1894 Snow-l), or 
coins on which the date was repunched multiple times, or ear
lier dated coins tend to generate greater interest. They also 
command a higher premium. Overall, the premium factor gen
erally ranges from 1.4 to 2.2 times. Given the number of coins 
that sold at these levels, it could said that the premium factor 
reflects a fairly reasonable measure. 

Repunched Mint Marks 

Unlike other series, such as Lincoln cents in which 
there is a strong following for RPMs, there appears to be little 
interest, at this time, in RPMs of 1908-S. Either that, or the 
descriptions were simply overlooked. I also suppose that be
cause there is only one year, one mint mark, and a low mintage 
(there is no RPM for 1909-5) it makes for a rather limited and 
difficult endeavor. There's an opportunity here for one to as
semble a complete die variety set for 1908-S. In any event, 
one should expect to paid a slight premium for a 1908-S RPM; 
ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 times as much. 



Summary 

The following table should help illustrate the hierarchal interest and the premium prices realized for each category of 
die variety: 

Die Variety Premium Factor Table 

#of Coins Percent Interest Premium
 

Category Coins Sold Sold Level Factor
 

Overdate(l) 4 4 100.00 Very High 20.3 - 32.3x
 

Bi-denomination(2) 3 3 100.00 High 15.0 - 16.0x
 

Misaligned Clash 3 3 100.00 Moderate ] 1.2 - l2.0x
 

Doubled Die 20 13 65.00 Moderate 4.2 - 6.6x
 

Misplaced Date 16 9 56.25 Moderate 2.8 - 3.6x
 

Transitional 5 4 80.00 Very High 2.3 - 3.5x
 

Other~' 2 2 100.00 Moderate 1.4 - 2.5x
 

Repunched Date 55 50 90.90 High 1.4 - 2.2x
 

Repunched Mint 2 2 100.00 Low 1.2 - 1.6x
 

Announcments 

"The Cherrypicker's Price Guide" New Cherrypicker's Guide numbering system. 

With the upcoming release of Vol. 2 of The J.T. Stanton has also announced that a new numbering 
Cherrypicker's Guide, by 1. T. Stanton and Bill Fivaz, JT. system will be devised to allow the easy addition of new 
has decided to supplement the information with a pricing listings. The number will be in the format in the foJ1owing 
guide called the "Cherrypicker's Price Guide". This guide example: 
will report on prices for all listed varieties, including the 01-1857-01. 
most popular Flying Eagle and Indian Cent varieties. l The first two digits represent the denomination, the 

J.T. Stanton will be working with the Fly-In Club as second four digits the year, and the last two digits the variety 
well to make sure the information presented in his new number. The variety numbers will be grouped by the 
pricing guide will be accurate and useful. following system:
 

Additional pricing presented in Longacre's Ledger
 1-19 Obverse Doubled Dies 
20-49 Date or Mint Mark Varieties (repunched dates, 

It has been a problem that easy to find up-to-date etc..) 
pricing information has been lacking for Flying Eagle and 51-69 Reverse Doubled Dies 
Indian Cents. To help this situation, Larry Steve has volun 71-99 Other Reverse Die Varieties. 
teered to head the Fly-In Club's effort to put pricing infor
mation in the Longacre's Ledger. There will be exceptions and special cases which will be 

With these two new sources of pricing information, the elaborated at a later time.
 
collecting of Flying Eagle and Indian Cent varieties should
 
Increase.
 



An 1875 Shallow N Counterfeit 
By Timothy B. Cartwright 

Flv-In Club imtll!.e Llbrary 

1875 Indian Cent with Shallow N reverse. 

I must confess. I have become addicted to the From arm's length, the coin had a great strike and 
shallow N reverse in the Indian Cent series. My auction excellent color. But, upon close inspection, I found that it 
searches begin with finding shallow N's on coins in the was, no doubt, a counterfeit. The most damning evidence is 
1870's with the ultimate goal of putting together a complete the rough sUlfaces on aU of the devices while the fields have 
set from 1870 to 1877. I am about half-way there - having almost proof-like appearance. It appears that the transfer die 
the 1870, 1871, 1872 and 1877. A recent eBay auction was made from a corroded coin. Additional evidence is a 
caught my eye it had an 1875 had a shallow N. I won the missing denticle below the 1 and die dots below Rand C. 
auction for $129 and anxiously awaited its arrival. Without the pitting in the surfaces, it would be a very 

deceptive counterfeit. 

Missing denticle below the 1 and Roughness on ONE CENT 
die dot between C and curl. 
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Flying Eagle and Indian Head Cent Patterns -The Transitional years 1858-1863
 
By A. Ronald Sirna, Jr.
 

This is a type list of the various pattern combinations available 
for 1858 to 1863. Many of the images are from coins in my 
personal set, which is essentially complete. These were photo
graphed by Fly-In Club web site host, Paul Houck, who pho
tographed the coins at last years FUN show, where they were 
displayed at Eagle Eye Rare Coin's table. Single images are 

raul f/(mck 

1858 ProofFlying Eagle Cent, Judd-I9l, Pollock-233. Small 
Letters Flying Eagle obverse from 1858. The reverse has a 5 
Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomination ONE CENT, 
the reverse of 1859. A transitional pattern with the adopted 
obverse of 1858 and the adopted reverse of 1859. Struck in 
copper-nickel with a plain edge. (It should be noted that the 
reverse of this patterns is NOT the 6 Leaf Laurel Wreath that 
was actually adopted for the 1859 regular issue which is the 
Pollock-234 variety and that variety is the exact transitional 
coin). Rarity 5 with approximately 75 examples struck. 

PmdHouek 

1858 Proof Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-l92, Pollack-235. A 
Flying Eagle pattern with the adopted design on the obverse. 
The reverse exhibits an oak wreath enclosing the denomina
tion ONE CENT. An olive sprig and a group of three arrows 
are bound at the base of the wreath. Struck in copper-nickel 
with a plain edge. Rarity 5 with 75-100 examples struck. 

used in a composite fashion to show the die pairings. The de
scriptions here were use for my exhibit at the 2003 ANA con
vention. [Editors note: Ron's exhibit won first place for the 
U.S. Coins category - Congratulations Ron!] 

PUIII How.,Ji. 

1858 Proof Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-191h, Pollock-234. 
Small Letters Flying Eagle obverse from 1858. The reverse 
has a 6 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomination ONE 
CENT, the reverse of 1859. The true transitional pattern with 
the adopted obverse of 1858 and the adopted reverse of 1859. 
Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. It should be noted 
that this pattern was probably struck after 1859 and not in 1858 
as the 6 Leaf Laurel Wreath reverse was not used until the 
1859 regular issue were struck. Rarity 7 with approximately 
5-10 examples struck. 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-193, Pollack-236. The obverse 
is identical to the adopted regular issue 1858 Flying Eagle cent 
design with the Small Letters obverse, while the reverse has a 
wide oak wreath with a broad, ornamental shield at the top. The 
reverse, while similar to that adopted for the Indian cent in 1860, 
displays a broad, ornamented shield at the top. Struck in cop
per-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 5 with approximately 75 
examples struck. 
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1858 Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-197, Pollockw 228. The ob
verse is identical to the adopted regular issue 1858 Flying Eagle 
cent design with the Large Letters obverse, while the reverse 
has an plain Oak Wreath. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain 
edge. Rarity 8 with approximately 2-3 examples struck. 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-202, Pollack-245. The ob
verse has a hook-necked eagle flying left with tall wings. The 
reverse has a 5 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomina
tion ONE CENT. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 5 with approximately 75 examples struck. 

1858 Proof Flying Eagle Cent, Judd-203, Pollock-247. The 
obverse has a hook-necked eagle flying left with tall wings. 
The reverse has the denomination within an oak wreath with 
an olive sprig and a group of three arrows are wrapped into the 
bottom of the wreath. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 5 with approximately 75 examples struck. 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, JUdd-198, Pollock-229. The ob
verse is identical to the adopted regular issue 1858 Flying Eagle 
cent design with the Large Letters obverse, while the reverse 
has a wide oak wreath with a broad, ornamental shield at the 
top. The reverse, while similar to that adopted for the Indian 
cent in 1860, displays a broad, ornamented shield at the top. 
Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 6 with ap
proXimately 20-30 examples struck. 

1858 Flying Eagle Cent, JUdd-202a, Pollack-246. The ob
verse has a hook-necked eagle flying left with tall wings. The 
reverse has a 6 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomina
tion ONE CENT, the exact reverse as the regular issue 1859 
cent. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 7 with 
approximately 5-10 examples struck. 

1858 Proof Flying Eagle Cent, JUdd-204, Pollock-248. The 
obverse has a hook-necked eagle in flight to the left with tall 
wings. The reverse while similar to that adopted for the Indian 
cent in 1860, displays a broad, ornamented shield at the top. 
Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 4 or Rarity 5 
with approximately 75-125 examples struck. 
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1858 Proof Flying Eagle Cent, Jndd-206, Pollock-242. The 
obverse has a hook-necked eagle in flight to the left with tall 
wings. The reverse is the die used to deliver regular issue 1858 
Flying Eagle Cents. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 5 with approximately 75 examples struck. 

1858 Proof Indian Cent, Judd-208, Pollock-254. The ob
verse displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with the 
pointed bust that appears on the regular cent of 1859. The re
verse has a 6 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomination 
ONE CENT. The exact transition coin. Struck in copper-nickel 
with a plain edge. Rarity 7 with approximately 5-10 examples 
struck. 

Paul Huuck. 

1858 ProofIndian Cent, Judd-2ll, Pollack-262. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a rounded 
bust that appears on the regular issue cent of obverse of the 
1860 Indian Head Cent. The reverse, however, caITies a thick 
oak wreath not unlike that which the Mint would mate with a 
shield for its 1860 cent delivery. Struck in copper-nickel with 
a plain edge. Rarity 4 or Rarity 5 with approximately 75-125 
examples struck. 

1858 Proofindian Cent, Judd-20S, PoUock-253. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with the pointed 
bust that appears on the regular cent of 1859. The reverse has a 
5 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomination ONE CENT. 
The low date/pointed bust distinguishes this pattern from Pol
lock-259. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 7 
with approximately 10 examples struck. 

POll! Houck 

1858 Proofindian Cent, Judd-208, Pollack-259. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with the Rounded 
bust obverse that appears on the regular cent of 1860. The 
reverse has a 5 Leaf Laurel wreath enclosing the denomination 
ONE CENT. This is the most common 1858 Indian Head Cent 
pattern. Rarity 3 or Rarity 4 with approximately 200-300 ex
amples struck. 

1858 Proofludian Cent, JUdd-2ll, Pollock-255. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with the pointed 
bust that appears on the regular cent of 1859. The reverse, how
ever, canies a thick oak wreath not unlike that which the Mint 
would mate with a shield for its 1860 cent delivery. Struck in 
copper-nickel with a plain edge. The low date/pointed bust dis
tinguishes this pattern from Pollock-262. Rarity 7 with approxi
mately 5-10 examples struck. 
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1858 Prooflndian Cent, Judd-212, Pollack-263. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a rounded 
bust that appears on the regular issue cent of obverse of the 
1860 Indian Head Cent. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain 
edge. This is the second most common 1858 Indian Head Cent 
pattern. Rarity 4 with approximately 150-200 examples struck. 

Paul HOlu.:k 

1858 Proof Indian Cent, Judd-213 Pollack-258. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a rounded 
bust that appears on the regular issue cent of obverse of the 
1860 Indian Head Cent. The reverse is the die used to deliver 
regular issue 1858 SL Flying Eagle Cents with the low leaf 
Agricultural Wreath. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 5 with approximately 75 examples struck. 

PuulHoll("J.c 

1858 Proof Indian Cent, Judd-213, Pollack-252. The ob
verse displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with the 
pointed bust that appears on the regular cent of 1859. The re
verse is the die used to deliver regular issue 1858 Flying Eagle 
Cents. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. The low date/ 
pointed bust distinguishes this pattern from Pollock-258. Rar
ity 7 with approximately 5-10 examples struck. 

POll! Houck. 

1858 Proof Indian Cent, Judd-212, Pollack-256. The ob
verse displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with 
pointed bust that appears on the regular cent of 1859. Struck 
in copper-nickel with a plain edge. Rarity 7 with approxi
mately 5-10 examples struck. 

Paul HOliCk 

1858 Proof Indian Cent, Judd-213 Pollack-257. The obverse 
displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a rounded 
bust that appears on the regular issue cent of obverse of the 
]860 Indian Head Cent. The reverse is the die used to deliver 
regular issue 1858 LL Flying Eagle Cents with the high leaf 
Agricultural Wreath. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 7 with approximately 5-10 examples struck. 

1859 Mint State Indian Cent, JUdd-226, Pollock-270. The 
obverse displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a 
pointed bust that was used on the initial strikings of the 1860 
regular issue Indian Head Cents paired with the plain Oak 
Wreath reverse. Struck in copper-nickel with a plain edge. 
Rarity 6 or Rarity 7 with approximately 10-20 examples struck. 
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Rick Snow
 
Is now exclusively,
 

"ICG's Official Consultant for
 
Flying Eagle & Indian Cent 

attributions" 

ICGis now 
attributing, upon 

request, all Flying 
Eagle and Indian 

Cents with "Snow" 
.... ~ " ,1 , 

./// variety numbers. 
/ ¥ ·;'1) Simply submit your coins
 

(;;~ ;f' on an leG submission form
 
,i:/',;::! and in the variety column print
 

~ if "Snow Number" 
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/1,
;. 

t Need more information? 
Need afree ICG submission kit? 

Contact James Taylor at ICG 

(877) 221-4424 X203
 
jamestaylor@icgcoin.com 

. .
WWW.lcgcoln.com
 

INDEPENDENT COIN GRADING COMPANY
 
7901 E. Belleview Ave. Suite 50 Englewood, CO 80111
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1859 Mint State Indian Cent, Judd-227, Pollock-271. The 
obverse displays James Longacre's Indian Head motif with a 
pointed bust that was used on the initial strikings of the 1860 
regular issue Indian Head Cents paired with the Oak Wreath 
with Ornamental Shield reverse. Struck in copper-nickel with 
a plain edge. Rarity 6 or Rarity 7 with approximately 10-20 
examples struck. 

1863 Proof Indian Head Cent pattern J-299, Pollock-359. 
This transitional pattern used the regular issue 1863 Indian 
Cent dies, but struck from with a Bronze alloy used instead of 
the then-current Copper-Nickel. The obverse displays James 
Longacre's Indian Head motif with the rounded bust that ap
pears on the regular cent from 1860 through 1864 and the 
reverse is the standard reverse with an Oak Wreath enclosing 
the denomination ONE CENT. One of the more common In
dian Head Cent patterns Rarity 3 or Rarity 4 with approxi
mately 200-300 examples struck. 

Fly-In Club i",ast' Library 

1863 with L on Ribbon Proof Indian Cent pattern, Judd
301, Pollack-363. This pattern used Indian Head Cent dies, 
but with Lon Ribbon. The obverse displays James Longacre's 
Indian Head motif with the rounded bust that appears on the 

1859 Mint State Indian Cent, Judd-228, Pollock-272. A tran
sitional pattern with James Longacre's Indian Head motif with 
a pointed bust that appears on the regular issue 1860 Indian 
Head Cent paired with the regular issue reverse of 1860. Struck 
in copper-nickel with a plain edge. One of the more common 
Indian Head Cent patterns. Rarity 3 or Rarity 4 with approxi
mately 200-300 examples struck. 

1863 Proof Indian Cent pattern, Judd-300, Pollack-361. 
This pattern used regular issue 1863 Indian Cent dies, but the 
collar die delivered a reeded edge. The obverse displays James 
Longacre's Indian Head motif with the rounded bust that ap
pears on the regular cent from 1860 through 1864 and the re
verse is the standard reverse with an Oak Wreath enclosing the 
denomination ONE CENT. Pollock, in his standard reference 
on Patterns, broke the single Judd variety into three Pollock 
variants, two with proof format and Pollock-362 as a business 
strike. J-300 has a Reeded edge and is excessively rare. Rarity 
7 with approximately 5-8 examples struck in both Proof and 
Mint State formats 

regular cent from 1864 onwards and the reverse is the standard 
reverse with an Oak Wreath enclosing the denomination ONE 
CENT. Struck in bronze. Excessively rare. Rarity 8 with ap
proximately 2-3 examples struck. 

Also struck in Copper-Nickel. JUdd-302, Pollack-365. Ex
cessively rare. Rarity 8 with approximately 2-3 examples struck. 

Also struck in Aluminum. Judd-304, Pollack-367. Excessively 
rare. Rarity 8 with approximately 2-3 examples struck. 
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Grading Indian Cents - AUSO to AUS8
 
By Rick Snow
 

About Uncirculated: AU-50, AUS3
 
orAU,AU+
 

Some Mint luster will show. There will be a small trace of wear visible on the highest points of the 
coin. 

AU-50, Typical AU 
Minimum: Some wear is present. No less than 
25% original mint surface. May have a few large 
contact marks, or many small marks. 

There are numerous reasons why a coin should be 
called a typical AU rather than some superlative. Perhaps it's 
the number of marks. Perhaps the coin was struck poorly to 
begin with. It may have been cleaned, have scratches or have 
rim problems. The amount of wear will be minimal, so the 
detail on a well made coin will be nearly full. 

What it does have is original surfaces - usually in the 
form of radial flowlines in the protected areas of the fields. 
We are not looking for "Mint Red" to define the condition, 
rather we are looking at the "Mint Surface". Even if a coin is 
chemically cleaned it will show this Mint luster. 

Luster is the original mint sUlface, not orginal color. 

The dividing line between XF and AU is based on the 
amount of wear and the amount of original surfaces. 25% of 
original surface is given above, but this is a somewhat 

AU-53, Average AU 
Maximum: Slight wear. less than 50% mint luster. 
A moderate amount of contact marks. 

arbitrary amount. As with many aspects of grading Mint 
State coins, the look is an important, yet nonquantifiable 
factor in evaluating the grade. If a coin has some noticeable 
cartwheel effect it probably qualifies for AU. If the surfaces 
look flat and worn, it probably should grade XF. 

Depending on the die state, the original surfaces of an 
AU coin can be described as anything from proof-like to 
having cartwheel luster to a very late die state. A very late 
die state coin with mushy design elements should be graded 
no higher than AU-55 

If an otherwise AU coin is poorly struck with missing 
design elements then it should be graded AU-50 with a 
qualifier in the description. 

If there is any original red color remaining, then a RB 
(Red-brown) qualifier may be added. Cleaned AU coins 
should be graded no higher than AU-50 with the cleaning 
described. 

By Richard Snow, Eagfe Eye Rare Coins, P.O. Box 65645 Tucson, AZ 85728 www.indiancent.com
 
This page may be copied and dlstrubuted for free, provided it is unaltered. All comments are wefcome.
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Choice About Uncirculated
 
AU-55, AU58
 

AU-55, Choice AD. 
Minimum: Slight wear on the high points. A 
moderate amount of light contact marks. Better 
than 50% original suifaces. 
Maximum: About 75% original suifaces. Very few 
contact marks. 

A choice AU coin should have a better than average 
strike, fewer than average marks, and better than average eye 
appeal. The dividing line is not well defined, so there is 
much to be interpreted. 

The amount of original sUlface intact is an inexact 
measure and should be used as a loose guide. The original 
surface can be called the cartwheel luster, keeping in mil,nd 
that very early die state pieces may not have a cartwheel 
effect. 

Coins with original red color may be designated with a 
RB (red-brown) designation. 

Coins which are cleaned may not qualify for AU-55 or 
AU-58. Minor problems only are acceptable for these 
grades. Coins with striking problems or struck from very late 
dies may not be graded higher than AU-55. 

An AU-58 coin is visu.ally more appealing than a MS60. 

AU-58, Gem AU. 
Minimum: Slight wear on the high points of the 
coin. Only a few light marks may be present. 
about 75% or more original suifaces. 
Maximum: A virtual gem, with full luster. Very 
few or no contact marks. The coin cannot be 
called mint state because ofa very minor abra
sion. 

An AU-58 coin may appear to be Mint State (MS-63 or 
higher) but is limited by slight luster breaks on the highest 
points. To find luster breaks, tilt the coin in the light so that 
slight differences in the reflection can be seen. These 
differences in the texture of the surface are an indication of 
wear on the coin. Differences in color, browning on the high 
points, for example, are not clear indications of wear. 

With overgrading rampant, coins in this grade typically 
get MS grades even though wear is apparent. This is called 
"Market Grading". Market grading basically grades a 
superior looking coin to a grade level appropriate with the 
coins value based on its look, not actual grade. One would 
think that a coin with any wear should not get graded MS, 
but this is not the case. Regardless, the standards set here are 
deemed necessary to communicate the actual grade of the 
coin, not its market value. As such, properly graded AU-58 
coins will sell for MS-6l or MS-62 money. 

By Richard Snow, Eagle Eye Rare Coins, P.O. Box 65645 Tucson, AZ 85728 www.indiancent.com
 
This page may be copied and distrubuted for free, provided it is unaltered. All comments are welcome.
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AU-50 
1859 $175 
1859/1859 (S-I) $1,750 
1860 Type 1 $160 
1860 Type 2 $85 
1861 $150 
1862 $55 
1863 $55 
1864 CN $85 
1864 No L $65 
1864 With L $225 
1865 Fancy 5 $50 
1865 Plain 5 $65 
1866 $225 
1867 $225 
1867/67 (S-l) $550 
1868 $225 
1869 $340 
1869/69 (S-3) $450 
1870 All Rev. types $375 
1871 Shallow N $515 
1871 Bold N $425 
1872 Shallow N $650 
1872 Bold N $475 
1873 Closed 3 $300 
1873 Dbl LIB (S-I) $5,000 
1873 Open 3 $175 
1874 $125 
1875 $125 
1876 $200 
1877 Shallow N $2,000 
1878 $200 
1879 $80 
1880 $50 
1881 $28 
1882 $28 
1883 $28 
1884 $35 
1885 $70 
1886 Type 1 $125 
1886 Type 2 $150 
1887 $25 
1888 $25 
1888/7 (S-l) $15,000 
1889 $25 
1890 $25 
1891 $25 
1891 DDO (S-l) $425 
1891/1891 (S-3) $400 
1892 $25 
1893 $25 
1894 $45 
1894/94 (S-l) $300 
1895 $23 
1896 $23 
1897 $23 
1897 1 in Neck (S-l) $750 
1898 $23 
1899 $23 
1900 $18 
1901 $18 
1902 $J8 
1903 $18 
1904 $18 
1905 $18 
1906 $18 
1907 $18 
1908 $18 
1908 S $140 
1908 SIS (S-l) $400 
1909 $18 
1909 S $450 

AU-53 
$185 

$1,850 
$175 

$95 
$165 
$65 
$65 
$95 
$75 

$240 
$60 
$75 

$240 
$240 
$575 
$240 
$365 
$475 
$400 
$540 
$450 
$680 
$500 
$330 

$6,000 
$J90 
$140 
$140 
$225 

$2,250 
$225 

$95 
$60 
$32 
$32 
$32 
$43 
$85 

$140 
$170 
$30 
$30 

$16,000 
$30 
$30 
$30 

$450 
$425 
530 
530 
$55 

$325 
$25 
$25 
$25 

$800 
$25 
$25 
$20 
$20 
520 
520 
$20 
$20 
$20 
$20 
$20 

$150 
$425 
$20 

$460 

AU-55 
$200 

$2,000 
$185 
$110 
$175 
$75 
$75 

$110 
$85 

$260 
$75 
$85 

$270 
$270 
$600 
$275 
$375 
$515 
$425 
$575 
$475 
$725 
$530 
$365 

$7,000 
$210 
$160 
$160 
$240 

$2.500 
$250 
$110 
$75 
$40 
$40 
$40 
$50 

$100 
$150 
$200 
$35 
$35 

$17,000 
$35 
$35 
$35 

$500 
$500 
$35 
$35 
$65 

$350 
$30 
$30 
$30 

$850 
$30 
$30 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 
$25 

$170 
$450 

$25 
$480 

AU-58 
$225 

$2,500 
$225 
$150 
$190 
$95 
$95 

$130 
$100 
$290 

$95 
$100 
$320 
$320 
$700 
$320 
$425 
$550 
$450 
$625 
$525 
$800 
$600 
$400 

$8,500 
$250 
$200 
$200 
$275 
$3,00 
$300 
SI20 

$85 
$50 
$50 
$50 
$60 

$120 
$170 
$225 

550 
$50 

$20,000 
$50 
$45 
$45 

$550 
$550 

$45 
$45 
$75 

$375 
$35 
$35 
$35 

$925 
$35 
$35 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 
$30 

$185 
$500 
530 

$500 

Pricing AU Indian Cents 

Grading goes hand in hand with pricing. A proper 
understanding of each is necessary to better judge the value 
of coins presented for purchase. The prices presented here 
are for coins graded by the standards set in this article. 
Certification by any grading service does not automatically 
qualify a coin for the pricing presented here. 

In practice, coins graded as low as VF have been seen in 
first line certified AU holders. As will be seen with MS 
coins, an overgraded coin may get a slight holder premium 
over its true grade, but even so it will not be the same as the 
price for a correctly graded coin in the same holder. For 
instance, a VF20 1873 Doubled LIBERTY in an AU50 
holder may be worth VF30 or XF40 money - the extra 
premium being the "holder premium" because even though 
accurate grading is important to you, there are others who 
buy the plastic first and ask questions later. They will be 
happy to buy that plastic AU for a bargain price, while we 
know that a nicer could be bought for the same price. 

Coins graded AU are highly targeted by collectors, Gem 
AU's (AU-58) are very hotly contested. These are coins 
which except for a very light area of wear would be graded 
MS64 or higher. Because the value for AU58's have a price 
ceiling just below MS63, their demand is not reflected in 
their price. Pricing for AU-58's is at least the same as MS-60 
in any pricing guide. although buyers may not offer MS-60 
prices outright. Owners of nice AU coins are always in a 
sellers market. 

The prices for AU-50 coins should not be more than 
double the price for an XFAO. If this occurs, perhaps one of 
the prices is too high or too low. Similarly, the price for an 
AU58 or MS-60 should not be more than double the AU-50 
price. If a dealer bids very strongly for a specific date and 
grade, say 1877 in MS-60, he may create an out of balance 
market. Eventually either the MS-60 price will drop to 
supportable levels or others will recognize that AU-50 are 
too cheap in comparison, and push the price up. 

Demand for the tougher dates has pushed their prices up 
on a regular basis. There is little reason to think these ptices 
will drop, as popular coins are easy to sell. In other words 
there is no reason for sellers to discount them, unless there 
are problems with the coins. For this reason, buyers should 
expect to get what they pay for. It is wholly appropriate to 
view listings of Indian Cents in AU that are offered at 
bargain prices by dealers as a red flag. You can bet the coins 
will be cleaned, have problems or will be overgraded. 

There is no Santa Claus in Numismatics, 

By Richard Snow, Eagle Eye Rare Coins, PO. Box 65645
 
Tucson, AZ 85728 www.indiancent.com
 

This page may be copied and distrubuted for free, provided it is
 
unaltered. A{{ comments are welcome.
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Something New 
By Richard E. Snow 

SIS	 1858 LL, Doubled die obverse, 
ll-O-ll. 
High leaves reverse. 

Obv. 15: (B) DIslor/ed hub doubling with /he widest spread allile OF 
AMERICA, although minor spreading is visible on ali tellers alld the 
FAgte seye. Die crackjr0111lhe left base ojthe lsI. A In AMERICA to the 
wing lip. 
Rev. TI-K: A light die crack connerlS tire wreath wilh the dentides at 9:30. 

Allributed to: Tom Fore 

Very similar to S2 and S 13. The differences between 
this obverse and S2 are very minor, and they may turn out to 
be the same die. However, S2 has a Low Leaf reverse. S13 
is also a Low Leaf and has a different date position and is 
also more dramatic. 

FI.~,./1l Clllb Image ubrary 

1858 LL S15, Doubling on AMERICA 

S17	 1869,1/1 (s). 
Obv. 18: (C) Minor repunching VIsible under tile I. Die crack from the base 
oj 18 to Ihe tops oflhe UNI in UNITED. A linl hub-through Is visible inlhe 
hair and ribbon 10 Ihe righl of the eOl: 
Rev. V,' Olive leafand shield poinls well awayfrom the denticles. Numerous 
(lie lines I,isible in the wreath. 

AllribUled to: Richard Snow 

This is very similar to S10, S13, and S15. The position 
of the 1 in relation to the bust point is diagnostic. The 
reverse die lies appear to be either hub strike-troughs or 
roughness on the blank die which was not obliterated (if that 
is at all possible). 

1869 S17, 1/1 

1869517, Lint strike-through.	 1869 S17. Reverse die lines. 
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1862 Doubled Die Reverse! 
Snow-5. 

1862, Doubled die reverse.
 
I~Ft-'V ~ 'VIII.
 

Obv. 7: (C) Brokt'n and repaired E in STATES.
 
Rev G: Bold doubling risible on the lower haII(~rthe wreath, moslly ot! lhe
 
ribbon and olive lem't's.
 

Artributed to: ANACS 

Pivoted hub doubling with the pivot point near the rim at 
II :00. The initial impression was slightly skewed so that 
only the lower half of the die received doubling on the 
second impression. It is given a "tilted hub doubling" 
designation as well because of this. 

The coin was presented at the Fly-In Club meeting at the 
2003 ANA in Baltimore by Larry Steve. The actual discov
erer is presently unknown, although it was in an ANACS 
holder labeled "Doubled Die Reverse", so at least ANACS 
caught the variety when it was submitted. 

This important coin is personally irksome for me, as the 
first printing of the 1859-1869 book had just come off the 
press just days before the show where this was presented. It 
is always the case that as soon as a reference comes out, 
something pops up to make it slightly out of date. For this 
reason alone membership in the Fly-In Club is important, as 
new discoveries will show up here first. 

F(v-ln Club 111J(I~l' l.ibra1"\ 

S5 1862, Doubled die reverse. 

.. H... _~ . _ 

FI~'-J" Cluh Image L{/)ran'

S5 1862, Doubled die reverse. 

How to submit coins for attribution
 
What should be submitted: Any premium value variety 
which is has not been previously listed in the Flying Eagle 
and Indian Cent Attribution Guide. Any overdate, doubled 
die, repunched date, die anomaly (if it's dramatic enough to 
ensure collectability) and misplaced digit (provided it is 
dramatic enough) should be submitted. 

How to submit a coin for attribution: There is no limit on 
submissions. All coins should be sent to Fly-In Club 
Attributor, 

llick Snow,
 
P.O. Box 65645,
 

Tucson, AZ 85728
 

All coins should be sent with a listing of the coins, their 
insurance value, and a return address and phone number. 
How much does it cost?: Please include $4 per coin, plus 
return postage. All coin will be returned via the U.S. Post 
Office by registered and insured postage. Their cost is $8 
plus $1 for every $1,000 in insured value. 

What will I get?: All new listings will be added to future 
editions of the Flying Eagle and Indian Cent book by Rick 
Snow. New varieties will be listed in a future issue of 
Longacre's Ledger, space permitting. 
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1909 Indian Cent with an added S mintmark. 
By Richard Snow 

1909 Indian Cent with an added 8 mintmark 

Flv-/II Club image Library 

If you become familiar with the various intricacies 
of the Indian Cents series, it will be very easy to pick out 
coins which for some reason do not fit the mold. Here is a 
regular issue 1909 Philadelphia Mint cent which has an 
added S mintmark. Apart from the strange shape of the S, 
this one is easy to pick out as fake because of the full 
feathertips. All genuine 1909-$ Indian cents have weak 
feathertips on the first 2 feathers. This is not due to weak 
striking pressure. The dies themselves did not have that part 
of the design impressed into them to begin with. The present 
coin displays full feathertips. It must be a Philly product. 

When I wrote my first edition of "Flying Eagle and 
Indian Cents" over 10 years ago, I wrote about the lack of 
feathertip detail on the 1909-S issue. Soon after publication, 
I got a 1909-S with full feathertips in an NGC holder graded 
MS-64RB. My first thought was OH NO! I'm going to have 
to rewrite the 1909-$ section of my book. 

But wait a minute ... The mintmark looked strange, 
and after comparing it with another 1909-S I was relieved to 
learn that the NGC coin was in fact an added mintmark 
coin. I was vindicated' NGC bought the coin, and I did not 
have to rewrite the book. 

The coin pictured here is probably from the same 
source. It is a light gold color, and would probably not grade 
because of this. If it were toned a bit it would pass as 
acceptable very easily. There is no real obvious thing that 
makes it suspect. In fact, the only way to see that it is 
counterfeit, is to compare the mintmark with a known 
genuine coin. It also helps to know the feathertip rule. 

This coin came out of a collection which was said 
to be over 40 years old. Being and old time collection does 
not forfeit the chance of a counterfeit being present. In fact, 
it is more likely that a counterfeit will show up in collections 
put together in the 1960's then any other time. This was 
before ANACS, and the grading services. Knowledge about 
counterfeits was not readily available and authentication was 
a skill gained by experienced dealers only. 

Usual jeathertips on a genuine 
1909-8 Indian Cent. 
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Classified Ads: 

VARIETIES FOR SALE: 
1882 S-6, MPD-003, FS-009.43 ANACS XF-40 $395 
1883 DDR S-6 ANACS VF-30 $95 
1891 S-3, FS-01O.87 ANACS AU-58 $225 
1891 DDR S-2 AU-53 $175 
1894 S-2, MPD-OOl, FS-Ol1.2 ANACS XF-45 $150 
1895 S-l, FS-0l1.3 ANACS AU-58 $75 
1895 S-2 ANACS AU-58 $100 
1899 S-2 ANACS MS-64RB $175 
2 CENT- 1864LM KF-L5-TPD AU-58 $95 
ALL COINS SENT POSTPAID. TEN DAY RETURN. 
W.O. WALKER, PO BOX 2221, WILTON, NY 12831.
 
PHONE (518) 584-9086
 
EMAIL WORlAN@AOL.COM.
 

Advertising rates 

Display ads: Rates are for camera-ready copy. 

One issue Four issues 
Quarter page $20.00 $65.00 
Half page $35.00 $115.00 
Full page $60.00 $200.00 
Inside front cover $75.00 $245.00 
Outside back cover $70.00 $230.00 

Classified: Club members are entitled to one free classified 
ad per issue, limited to not more than 25 words, excluding 
name and address. Additional ads or words are 10 cents per 
word, limited to 50 words, excluding name and adclfess. 

Please check submission deadlines in the front of the journal 
to avoid missing inclusion in an issue. 

Please contact:	 Johnathan Lerner 
Scarsdale Coin 
717 White Plains Rd. 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
(914) 722-3606 

Advertising policy 

Ads will only be accepted from members in good standing of 
the Society. 

The Society specifically reserves the right to require pay
ment in advance, to suspend advertising privileges, or to 
decline any advertisement in part or in whole at its sole 
discretion. 

Minors under the age of 18 must have written parental or 
guardian permission. 

Only ads for Flying Eagles Cents, Indian Cents and Two 
Cent pieces are accepted at this time. 

Unless otherwise noted, grading will be in accordance with 
the official ANA grading standards for United States coins. 

Advertisers must extend at least a seven -day return privi
lege. 

Excluding the printing of an ad, the Society assumes no 
responsibility whatsoever, and reserves the right to edit or 
reject any ad that does not conform to its policy. 
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DAVE'S Other clubs closely related to our club 

D.C.W. COLLECTION
 
(trusted name in numismatics)
 

THE COLLECTORS FR/END'~ 

I BUY-SELL-TRADE
 
Flying Eagle and Indian Cents.
 

LARGE FREE pricelist, Very strong buyer. 

When it comes to high grades or
 
Ex. Rare Varieties, see me.
 

Strict grading a "must."
 
ANA LM 4078, FUN-CONECA
 

P.O. Box 500850 - San Diego, CA 92150

0850
 

PHONE: 800-346-6718 - FAX:858-513-6557
 
www.thecollectorsfriend.com
 

American Numismatic Association (ANA)
 
818 N. Cascade Ave. Colorado Springs, CO 80903 Dues: $26/yr.
 

CONECA
 
9017 Topperwind Ct. Ft. Worth, TX 76134 Dues: $20/yr.
 

Lincoln Cent Society (LCS)
 
P.O. Box 113, Winfield. IL 60590 Dues: $28/yr. 

The National Collectors Association of Die Doubling (NCADD) 
P.O. Box IS, Lykens, PA 17048 Dues: $28/yr. 

Early American Coppers (EAC)
 
1468 Timberlane Dr., St. Joseph, MO 49085 Dues: $20
 

John Reich Collectors Society (JRCS)
 
P.O. Box 135 Harrison, OH45030 Dues: $15 

Libeny Seated Collectors Club (LSCC) 
P.O. Box 776, Crystal Lake, IL 60039 Dues: $15 

Barber Coin Collectors Society (BCCS)
 
415 Ellen Dr., Brookhaven, MS 3960 I Dues: $15
 

Back Issues of Longacre's Ledger 

Vol. 1 #1 
Vol. 1 #2 
Vol. 1 #3 
VoL 1 ffii 
Vol. 2 #1 
VoL 2 #2 
VoL 2 #3 
VoL 2ffii 
VoL 3 #1 
Vol. 3 #2 
VoL 3 #3 
Vol. 3 ffii 
VoL 4 #1 
Vol. 4 #2 
VoL 4 #3 
VoL 4 ffii 
Vol. 5 #1 
Vol. 5 #2 
VoL 5 #3 
VoL 5 ffii 
Vol. 6 #1 
Vol. 6 #2 
Vol. 6 #3 
Vol. 6 ffii 
Vol. 7 #1 
Vol. 7 #2 
VoL 7 #3 
Vol. 7 ffii 

January, 1991 (reprint) 
April, 1991 
July, 1991 
October, 1991 
January, 1992 
April, 1992 
July, 1992 
October, 1992 
Winter, 1993 
Spring, 1993 
Summer, 1993 
Fall, 1993 
Winter, 1994 
Spring, 1994 
Summer, 1994 
Fall, 1994 
Winter, 1995 
Spring, 1995 
Summer, 1995 
Fall, 1995 
Winter, 1996 
Spring, 1996 
Summer, 1996 
Fall, 1996 
January - March, 1997 
April - June, 1997 
July - September, 1997 
October - December, 

1997 
Vol. 8 #1 January - March, 1998 
Vol. 8 #2 April - June, 1998 
Vol. 8 #3 July - September, 1998 
Vol. 8 ffii October - December, 1998 

Large format issues 
Vol. 9.1 #39 February, 1999 
Vol. 9.2 ffiiO May, 1999 
Vol. 9.3 #41 August, 1999 
VoL 904 ffii2 December, 1999 
Vol. 10.1 ffii3 March, 2000 
VoL 10.2 ffii4 June, 2000 
Vol. 10.3 ffii5 September, 2000 (1991-1999 index) 
Vol. lOA #46 December, 2000 
Vol. 11.1 ffii7 March, 2001 
VoL 11.2 ffii8 June, 2001 
Vol. 11.3 ffii9 September, 2001 
Vol. 11.4 #50 December, 2001 
Vol. 12.1 #51 March, 2002 
Vol. 12.2 #52 June, 2002 
Vol. 12.3 #53 September, 2002 
Vol. 12.4 #54 December, 2002 

____ Number of issues X $6.00 each 
____ Please add $3.30 Postage per 4 issue block 

($1.50 postage for a singles issue) 
Mail checks to: Fly-In Club 

P.O. Box 162 
LaFox, IL 60147 
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P.o. Box 65645 
Thcson,AZ 

85728 
Eagle Eye 

(800) 323-2646.vRare Coins, Inc. 
WWW.INDIANCENT.COMKnowledge, Fairness, Integrity,

• The Flying Eagle and 
Indian Cent
 

Attribution Guide
 
Volume 2 (1859-1869)
 

By Richard Snow
 
130 pages. Spiral cover. This is part 2 of Rick Snow's monu
mental six volume set which is the most detailed work ever 
published on Flying Eagle and Indian cents. Volume 1 (1856
1858) is also available. 

Volume 1, 1856-1858 Spiral binding (130 Pages) $24.95 
Volume 2, 1859-1869 Spiral binding (130 pages) $24.95 

A special three-ring bider is also available with Volume I, 
Volume 2 and Volume 6 (1900-1909)...$60.00 

Please add $3.00 for postage and handling. 

Eagle Eye 
Attribution Cards 

A new way to keep vital information about your coins! 

What are Eagle Eye Attribution Cards? 
Would you like an easy way to keep the information that 
PCGS and NGC does not put on their holders with your 
coins? Here is an easy way to keep vital information about 
your coins with your coins. Variety information, Pedigree 
information and format information (very important on 
1856's) can all be included on a slab-size laminated card 
with a big picture of both sides of the coin. 

Eagle Eye Attribution cards can be made for any coin in your 
collection, certified or not. This service costs $15 plus the 
return postage. Bulk deals can be arranged. Here are some 
benefits: 
-You can review and show off you collection while the coins 
sit in your safety deposit box. 
-Any variety information can be listed on the card. You can 
easily display the coins and the variety in an attractive 
manner. 
-The cards can be used to document your collection for 
insurance purposes. 
-The pedigree information, where known, can follow the 
coin in the future. 
-In an auction or dealers display, facts about the coin will not 
be overlooked. 
-You can now document the proper format on PCGS and 
NGC graded 1856 Flying Eagle Cents. (Both services have 
stopped denoting MS on their holders - because of liability 
issues due to too many misattributed 1856's.) TIle Eagle Eye 
Atttibution Card will solve the issue for collectors. 
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ANACS does variety verifications� 
and attributions� 

When you request our grading service, simply list the variety 
number to be verified in the space provided on the ANACS submis
sion form. The ANACS graders will verify the attribution, and the 
variety designation, if correct, will be placed on the ANACS Cashe 
for only an additional $1 fee. 

Would you like the ANACS staff to determine the variety for 
you? For an extensive list of varieties, ANACS will research the 
standard references for you and place the correct variety designation 
on the holder for just $6 per coin. 

Save on Quantity Submissions! 

Regular service 10 or more coins $10 per coin. 
5 day service 5 or more coins $15 per coin. 

-.. "The Collectors Choice"® 
..=. P.O. Box 7173, Dublin, OH 43017-0773-- -..  http://www.anacs.com-.---

_. 1-800-888-1861
ANACS Coins with active PVC are not graded or encapsulated. 


